An exhaustive catalog of recent work on this subject is unrealistic here, but we should mention Hansen
The influential recent literature on generalized method of moments (GMM) minimum distance estimation (MDE) has found widespread econometric application. 1 In exponential family models where sample moments may be interpreted as sufficient statistics these methods are especially attractive, as for example under Gaussian error conditions. But, as we shall see, sample moments are quintessentially non-robust; slight departures from Gaussian conditions can provoke the complete collapse of classical GMM methods based on leastsquares principles. In this paper we explore some simple modifications of minimum distance methods designed to insure against such statistically inclement, non-Gaussian weather. Our evaluation of estimator performance employs a second-order expansion of the asymptotic variance of GMM-type estimators enabling us to study the effect of estimating the covariance matrix of the initial estimator as well as the effect of the initial estimator itself. In this respect our approach is closely allied with recent work by Rothenberg (1984) , Carroll, Wu and Ruppert (1988) , and Koenker, Skeels and Welsh (1990) on generalized least squares estimation.
After a brief, somewhat polemical, introduction intended to motivate an inquiry into robustness of moment based methods, we describe in Section 2, a rather simple, stylized MDE setting and explore the performance of conventional least-squares-based preliminary estimation of the model. Our second-order variance expansions reveal some surprising consequences of Eicker-White estimation of the covariance matrix of the least-squares preliminary estimates.
In Section 3 we turn to robust alternatives to least-squares preliminary estimation. Here the second-order variance expansion is somewhat more arduous, but repays the effort yielding interesting qualitative conclusions. Some further "stylization" of the design assumptions permits us to explore quantitatively the the interplay between model dimension, error assumptions, and the degree of robustness of the preliminary estimation method. A final section draws together some conclusions and suggests directions for subsequent research. An exhaustive catalog of recent work on this subject is unrealistic here, but we should mention Hansen (1982) Despite the sufficiency of sample moments in exponential family models like the Gaussian, slight departures from the exponential family play havoc with the sufficiency paradigm. Fal- ling from their exalted status as "source of all knowledge", they become the tainted "fruit of forbidden tree."
Moments are difficult to interpret
The classical moment problem, e.g., Feller (1971) or Billingsley (1979, §30) Hampel, et.al. (1986) and Rousseeuw and Leroy (1988) 
where
are all terms of p (l). The asymptotic variance of /i(^») may be expressed as,
The leading term is the familiar^-method asymptotic variance
while the components of the \/n term are
The last line follows from the fact that E(X -/z) 4 = 3a with A in = O p (\) for i = 0, 1,2. Starting from (2.6) and using the fact that p-* _ v-
we may establish (2.7) under the following conditions n D.
The design sequence {X n ) satisfies the condition that h^EIM 12 = 0(1).
F.
The error sequence {w,} is independent, each component has a symmetric distribution about zero, and finite sixth moment.
G.
The matrix G has rank p, as has Qn = (G'H n J~l H n G) where H n = n~1]£;c 1 jc i ', J n = n'^vfxiXi ', and a? = Eu?. where **-n-*2tf(l-k,)H u J*x i x i 'K u x t x i 'J+H u and kt = Eu */<?*. When the errors {«,} are identically distributed
with ft n = (G 'H n G)-
Proof: See Appendix A. Carroll, Wu and Ruppert (1988) and Koenker, Skeels and Welsh (1990) in Carroll, Wu and Ruppert (1988) and Koenker, Skeels and Welsh (1990) .
To explore the design contribution to the 0(ti~l ) term of the variance expansion we rewrite the expansion in the iid error case as 9) where A n = G 'M n G 'Q n so The fatal flaw of the least-squares choice^(u ) = u is its unboundedness. See Huber (1981) and Hampel, et.al. (1986) In the remainder of this section we will impose the following regularity conditions. D.
The design sequence {X n ) satisfies the following conditions:
The matrices J n = n'^XiX/E^iUi) and H n = «~1 £}. An immediate application of this expansion is the following variance expansion for \/n (J3 n -pQ ) and hence for y/h~(a n -a ). Expanding y/n (H n -H n ) we obtain,
and replacing y/n n -f3 ) by its first order approximation yields, y/h-(H n -H n ) = H 0n + n~'l 2 H ln + oJn-
//m = «^/ 2 tXU*.*<
Thus, again using (2.8) we may write by the 0(\/n) term v 2 (rj>, F)Cl 2n where Q 2n is the same design matrix which appears in the K n -effect for the least-squares effect in Theorem 2.2. The consequence of using V n rather than the true V n = u (V>, F)Cl n is, up to 0(l/n), the effect of the n~1v 2 (i>, F)Vl 2n term. Since the design contribution Cl 2n has already been discussed in the previous section we focus attention here on the v,(V>, F) i = 0, 1, 2 terms.
In Table 3 .1 we report computations of v 1 (0, F) i = 0, 1, 2 for some representative situations with Student / errors {2*,} and logistic rj> of the form a (m)--(1-2/(1 +e-x *)) ) which may be regarded as a smooth version of Huber's (1964) well-known minimax r/>. In Figure The expectation in square brackets is cr*trf(ki -1) if /' = k and j = I, otherwise the expectation is zero, thus noting K n J n K n = K n , V(A ln ) = Q-'GH^-hi-^Kki -\}x i x i 'K u x i x i 'J?H 9 ,G'Q? + o p {n~'). The remaining terms may be computed similarly.
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